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Online Quiz League 
 

Questions set by:  Keith Nickless, Sam King and Mike Lees Edited by: Aidan Linge 
For use in: Season 8 Week 9 Friendly matches played 26/10/2022 

Correct as of: 26/10/2022 
 

Note to QMs (please read aloud to teams): Players are politely reminded to have their hands in view at all times 
 
 

 



Round 1 

1a Horrible Histories is noted for teaching children about history in fun and interesting ways. The Incan leader Pachacuti was 

the subject of a song which included descriptions of him drinking from skulls and turning teeth into charms. He ruled from 

1438-1472 and it is believed that which citadel was built as an estate for him? Machu Picchu 

1b 
Which heavy metal festival is held every August at Catton Hall, in Walton-on-Trent, Derbyshire and featured Behemoth, 

Testament, Exodus and Sorcerer this year? Bloodstock Open Air Festival 

2a Who was the only group to be inducted into the WWE Hall of Fame this year? A notable tag team, this team made their 

debut in 1989 and wrestled for various promotions including ECW, NJPW, WCW, and WWF. One half of this duo, ‘Big 

Poppa Pump’, gave his infamous ‘math promo’ in TNA which has since become an internet meme. 

The Steiner Brothers (prompt 

on Steiner) 

2b Many of the Millenium Prize Problems that award $1 million to the solver remain unsolved. One of these is which German 

mathematician's namesake hypothesis? This states that the real part of every nontrivial zero of his namesake zeta 

function is 1/2. Bernhard Riemann 

3a 

Headquartered at Via Antonio Fogazzaro, Milan, which Italian fashion house known for its handbags and shoes was 

founded in 1913 by a man named Mario? Prada 

3b 

The Earnshaws and Lintons were the central families in which Emily Bronte novel? This novel shares its name with a 

famous song. Wuthering Heights 

4a 
Sharing its name with a song from Led Zeppelin's debut album, which 1993 coming-of-age comedy directed by Richard 

Linklater tells the story of various Texas teenagers on their last day of school in 1976? Dazed and Confused 



4b 

With a population density of 18,343 km2, which European micro-state has the highest population density in the UN? Monaco 

 
 
Round 2 

  1a Ted Allen, Kyan Douglas and Thom Filicia were all members of the 'Fab Five' of experts who appeared on which reality 

show that was shown on Bravo from 2003 to 2007? Queer Eye For The Straight Guy 

1b 

Named after the German chemist who introduced it, which piece of laboratory equipment produces a single flame which 

is used for heating, combustion or sterilisation? 

Bunsen Burner (Prompt on 

Methane Burner) 

2a Before she married Brad Pitt, Angelina Jolie was married from 1996-2000 to which English actor who appeared in 

Elementary and Trainspotting? Jonny Lee Miller 

2b Tina Turner’s rendition of Proud Mary reached Number 4 in the US Billboard Hot 100 in 1971, but the original released 2 

years prior reached Number 2. Which Californian band wrote and released it? 

Creedence Clearwater Revival 

(Accept CCR) 

3a Which great Swiss tennis player retired in 2022 after winning 20 Grand Slam singles titles? Roger Federer 

3b 
Which African country with an Atlantic coastline has land borders with only two countries, Liberia and Guinea? Sierra Leone 

4a Which Spanish explorer who led the first official European expedition to Florida and served as the first governor of Puerto 

Rico? He joined Christopher Columbus's second expedition in 1493 and was supposedly searching for the 'Fountain of 

Youth'? 

(Juan) Ponce de Leon (accept 

either forename) 

4b Marc Chagall is often described as a Russian-French artist of Jewish descent. He was born in the town of Liozna in what 

was then Russia but is now part of which modern-day country? Belarus 



 
 
 
 
 
Round 3 

1a A perfect game of 501 in darts can be achieved in 9 darts. Who hit the first televised 9 darter, doing so in 1984? 

Nicknamed ‘Old Stoneface’, he won 3 BDO World Championships in 1979, 1987, and 1993 respectively. John Lowe 

1b 
The fourth President of the USA gave his name to the state capital of which U.S. state? 

Wisconsin (prompt on 

Madison) 

2a Who was Prime Minister when the UK entered the Common Market? He was described by Bernard Levin in an article in 

The Observer, as Britain's only virgin Prime Minister. Edward (Ted) Heath 

2b Portraits of Eleanor of Toledo and Lucrezia Panciatichi, located in the Uffizi Gallery were painted by which Florentine 

painter? Agnolo di Cosimo (Bronzino) 

3a Lauren Lyle starred as the title character of which ITV crime drama that was shown on Sunday nights this autumn? Karen Pirie 

3b The 500, 600, 601 and 1.1. were the four models made between 1957-1991 of which series of small East German cars 

that were produced by VEB Sachsenring in Zwickau? Trabant 

4a 

In North American cuisine, a cheesesteak is grilled beef, with melted cheese on a roll. It originates from the 1930's when 

the Olivieri brothers created it in which U.S. city? Philadelphia 

4b Enter Sandman is the opening track of the 1991 self-titled fifth album, by which American heavy metal band formed in 

1981 by James Hetfield and Lars Ulrich? Metallica 



 
 
 
 
 
 
Round 4 

1a 
One of the richest people in the world, Ma Huateng aka Pony Ma is a Chinese billionaire and founder of which tech 

company and publisher of video games headquartered in Shenzhen? Tencent 

1b In the historical fiction novels by Winston Graham, what is the surname of the British Army officer with the Christian name 

Ross? Poldark 

2a Which American film director's Best Director nominations at the Oscars include; The Godfather trilogy, winning for Part II, 

and Apocalypse Now? Francis Ford Coppola 

2b What is the more common name of the mountain located on New Zealand’s South Island known in the Maori language as 

Aoraki? Mount Cook 

3a In which English city were the Lunar Society based? Founded in 1765 by Erasmus Darwin, the society was a dinner club 

featuring prominent philosophers, industrialists, and intellectuals. Birmingham 

3b Consisting of Bob Day and John Alford, which pop duo represented the UK in the Eurovision Song Contest in 1961 with 

the song 'Are You Sure?', coming second? The Allisons 

4a Manchester United legend Wayne Rooney resigned as Derby manager in 2022 to become the manager of which 

American MLS team? D.C. United 

4b In abstract algebra, what is the name given to the study of the algebraic structure that consists of a set and an operation Group Theory 



such that the operation is associative, an identity element exists and every element has an inverse? Practical applications, 

including modelling the symmetry of a Rubiks cube and public key cryptography. 

 
 

HALF-TIME - PLEASE CHANGE ORDER 
 
 
Round 5 

1a Which Spanish explorer who took part in the conquest of the Inca Empire is considered one of the richest conquerors of all 

time? He is credited with discovering the Amazon River and the Ecuadorian city of Guayaquil. Francisco de Orellana 

1b Two-word answer required. The Mk I, Mk II and Mk III were models made between 1973-2001 of which small, three-

wheeled car produced by a Tamworth motor company? Reliant Robin 

2a In 2000 Showcase produced a North American version of which Russell T. Davies series that chronicles the lives of 3 gay 

men in Manchester? This North American version ran for 5 seasons before ending in 2005. Queer as Folk 

2b 
The seventh President of the USA gave his name to the state capital of which U.S. state? 

Mississippi (prompt on 

Jackson) 

3a A perfect game in snooker can be achieved with a maximum break of 147. Who hit the first televised 147 break, doing so 

in 1982? Nicknamed ‘Interesting’ by Spitting Image due to his boring reputation, he won the World Championships 5 times 

throughout the 1980s. Steve Davis 

3b Papal name and number required. Also housed in the Uffizi is Raphael's portrait of which Pope who served from 1513-

1521? 

Leo X (Giovanni di Lorenzo de' 

Medici) 

4a Often attributed to the eatery Pizzeria Uno in the 1940's, but sometimes said to be earlier, a deep-dish pizza is a style of 

pizza most-associated with which U.S. city? Chicago 



4b In 2000, Metallica led the legal case against which peer-to-peer file sharing service, notable for its emphasis on music 

sharing? Napster 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Round 6 

1a 

Which Spanish tennis player currently holds the record for men's Grand Slam singles tennis titles, having won 22? Rafael Nadal 

1b 
Marc Chagall created a famous stained glass window for the cathedral in which English city? Chichester 

2a 
Before she married Brad Pitt, Angelina Jolie was married from 2000-2003 to which American actor who appeared in Bad 

Santa and Love Actually? Billy Bob Thornton 

2b Despite being a smash hit in Europe and an all time classic, Crazy Frog’s cover of Axel F only reached Number 50 in the US 

Billboard Hot 100. The original of this song reached Number 3 in the US Billboard Hot 100 and was the theme to the 1984 

film Beverly Hills Cop. Who was it performed by? Harold Faltermeyer 



3a 

Who was the male UK Prime Minister when Edward Short the then Secretary of State for Education withdrew free school milk 

for secondary school pupils? Harold Wilson 

3b 
Named after the German microbiologist who introduced it, which piece of laboratory equipment is a type of shallow, 

transparent cylindrical container used to produce cultures of microorganisms? 

Petri Dish (accept Petri 

plate) 

4a 

Lauren Lyle starred as peace protestor Jade Antoniak in ITV drama Vigil. Which ex-member of the Coronation Street cast 

played investigating officer Amy Silva? Suranne Jones 

4b 

Which country of the Americas with a Pacific coastline has land borders with only two countries, Guatemala and Honduras? El Salvador 

 
 
Round 7 

1a Sharing its name (although capitalised) with Led Zeppelin's compilation album, their last album to be released, which 2021 

coming-of-age comedy-drama directed by Sian Heder tells the story of a girl who is the only hearing member of a deaf 

family? CODA (Child of Deaf Adults) 

1b What is the more common name of the mountain located on Honshu known in Japanese as Fugaku? Mount Fuji 

2a Name and regnal number required. Which historical figure nicknamed the 'Merry Monarch' was depicted as ‘The King of 

Bling’ in a Horrible Histories song describing this man’s love for partying. Ruling as King of England, Scotland, and Ireland 

from 1660-1685, he was the first King following the restoration of the monarchy? Charles II 



2b Another unsolved Millennium Prize Problem is which problem with applications in Computer Science? It’s concerned with 

deciding whether or not an algorithm verifying a solution quickly for all problems suggests an algorithm can also find that 

solution quickly. P vs NP 

3a Headquartered at Piazza Luigi Einaudi, Milan, which Italian fashion house known for its flashy prints and bright colours 

has a logo inspired by Medusa? Versace 

3b Which rock music festival takes place every July in Wales near the town of Ebbw Vale and this year featured Saxon, 

Europe, Inglorious and Orange Goblin? Steelhouse Festival 

4a Who were the only group to be inducted into the WWE Hall of Fame in 2011? Also known as The Road Warriors, this tag 

team consisted of Road Warrior Hawk and Road Warrior Animal, and known for their face paint under what three-word 

name did they perform in the WWF? 

Legion of Doom (prompt on 

LOD) 

4b In the historical fiction novels by Bernard Cornwell, what is the surname of the British Army officer with the Christian name 

Richard? Sharpe 

 
 
 
 
 
Round 8 

1a One of the richest people in the world, Shiv Nadar aka Magus is an Indian billionaire and founder of which tech services 

and consulting company headquartered in Noida, Uttar Pradesh? 

HCLTech (Hindustan 

Computers Limited) 

1b Consisting of Sally Ann Triplett (who had previously entered with Prima Donna) and Stephen Fischer, which pop duo 

represented the UK in the Eurovision Song Contest in 1982 with the song 'One Step Further', coming seventh? Bardo 



2a 

Kasper Schmeichel, son of Manchester United legend Peter left Leicester in 2022 to play for which French Ligue 1 team? (OGC) Nice 

2b Who is the main love interest of the titular character in Charlotte Brontë’s Jane Eyre? Mr Edward Fairfax Rochester 

3a Which American film director's Best Director nominations at the Oscars include; JFK, and winning for both Platoon and 

Born on the Fourth of July? Oliver Stone 

3b With a population density of 2km2, which landlocked East Asian country has the smallest population density in the UN? Mongolia 

4a Two prominent members of the Lunar Society were Matthew Boulton and James Watt. Their firm Boulton & Watt primarily 

produced which vital component that mechanised factories and mills and thus powering the Industrial Revolution? 

Steam Engine (accept a 

descriptive answer) 

4b One of the leading figures in Group Theory and thought to be the one who coined the term ‘Group’, which French 

mathematician lends his name to a theory that connects Groups and Field Theory? This man was active in the French 

revolution of 1830, and died in a duel aged only 20. Évariste Galois 

 
We hope you have enjoyed this friendly set. Please remember that the friendlies are written by volunteers who are all members of OQL so 

please consider that when making comments regarding the friendly set. 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
Spares 



1 The Horrible History books like to use alliteration to describe groups of people for example the Vicious Vikings and the 

Terrible Tudors. What adjective was used to describe the Aztecs? Angry 

2 

Wenceslas Square is located in which European Capital city? Prague 

3 What is the nickname of the MLB team based in Arizona? Diamondbacks 

4 In the Bible, who was the wife of Jacob and mother of Joseph (of dreamcoat fame) and Benjamin, among others Rachel 

 
 


